1. Introduction
===============

The lyssavirus genus is a group of negative-strand RNA viruses characterised by their ability to cause fatal encephalitis. The type species for lyssaviruses, *Rabies lyssavirus* is transmitted by a wide range of mammalian hosts within the Carnivora and Chiroptera orders and has a global distribution. Unlike all other lyssaviruses, rabies viruses (RABVs) have established independent transmission cycles in a broad range of carnivore and meso-carnivore host reservoirs, where particular RABV lineages circulate within host conspecifics. Phylogenetic analyses of RABV sequences have demonstrated particular RABV lineages associate with individual host species ([@vex038-B44]; [@vex038-B24]; [@vex038-B15]). Host shifts (where the virus is maintained in a new host) infrequently occur; however, a study in the USA determined that cross-species transmissions (CSTs, which do not result in sustained onward transmission within the new host) involving raccoon variant RABV increased over a 20-year period, in both wildlife and domestic animals posing a significant risk to public health ([@vex038-B54]). Identifying successful host shifts using molecular inferences is a useful tool to understand RABV evolution ([@vex038-B8]; [@vex038-B27]; [@vex038-B25]; [@vex038-B6]). Importantly for lyssaviruses, the molecular mechanisms influencing virus spread between different species and adaptation to a new potential reservoir host are poorly understood, but it is clear that host, viral, and ecological factors all play important roles ([@vex038-B50]; [@vex038-B37]).

RNA virus populations exhibit a heterogeneous population of viruses within single individuals, often referred to as 'quasispecies' but perhaps more accurately termed 'viral heterogeneity' ([@vex038-B17]). Viral heterogeneity, represented by nucleotide sequence variation of the viral RNA, was originally proposed for RABV as a mechanism for viral evolution and adaptation to a new host ([@vex038-B3]). The heterogeneous population of an RABV street strain (European fox isolate) has been investigated previously ([@vex038-B22]) using cloned PCR products covering 19% of the genome. This study identified sub-consensus sequences and concluded no host-specific consensus level changes were observed, although the amount of heterogeneity observed varied depending on the host used to passage the virus. Furthermore, the fixed RABV strain CVS was passaged experimentally in BHK cells, resulting in selection of a dominant variant that differs genetically and phenotypically from the consensus sequence present in mice or neuroblastoma cell passaged CVS ([@vex038-B40]). Since the late 1990s until the development of next generation sequencing (NGS) techniques, very little progress in the area of viral heterogeneity was made.

NGS techniques generate unprecedented cost-effective large-scale data, enabling both the generation of complete genomes ([@vex038-B31]; [@vex038-B35]; [@vex038-B38]; [@vex038-B45]) and the analysis of viral sub-consensus populations ([@vex038-B10]; [@vex038-B55]; [@vex038-B46]; [@vex038-B47]). The inter-host dynamics of multiple different viral infections have been examined. These range from persistent infections, representing narrow transmission bottlenecks, where few virus particles are transmitted ([@vex038-B12]), to acute infections of equine influenza virus and norovirus, which have broad transmission bottlenecks ([@vex038-B41]; [@vex038-B7]). Detailed analysis of foot and mouth disease virus (FMDV) traced minor variants within and between animal hosts using NGS data ([@vex038-B39]). In the lyssavirus field, a number of studies have used NGS to obtain consensus whole genome sequences for phylogenetic analysis ([@vex038-B18]; [@vex038-B15]; [@vex038-B51]). The application of NGS to study lyssavirus host shift events is becoming more commonplace; however, utilising the deep sequence data to investigate viral heterogeneity is an area still largely unexplored ([@vex038-B6]; [@vex038-B42]).

Despite concerted control efforts, rabies remains a significant public health problem in many regions of Turkey ([@vex038-B21]). The first phylogenetic study to focus on carnivore rabies in Turkey, compared a small conserved region of the RABV gene encoding the nucleoprotein (327 base pairs) of eighteen samples from across the country and identified three clades of RABV within Turkey that clustered geographically ([@vex038-B20]). More recently, a comprehensive study of RABV in the Middle East, confirmed the clades and highlighted the importance of trans boundary movements in the epidemiology of rabies in the region ([@vex038-B19]).

The original phylogenetic study demonstrated that fox rabies was emerging in western Turkey and was related to rabies circulating in dogs from the same part of the country ([@vex038-B20]). It is widely accepted that a similar host shift caused the fox enzootic in Europe in the second half of the twentieth century ([@vex038-B34]). Determining whether the virus represented a host shift from a dog RABV into a sylvatic species, multiple CSTs without a host shift, or had been circulating undetected in foxes was not possible previously using partial gene data and lack of genetic barcoding to confirm the host species. Understanding the source of infection had direct implications on the control strategy implemented, as wildlife reservoirs required a completely different approach to that used to control RABV in dog populations ([@vex038-B13]). Epidemiological records showed that rabies spread eastwards and southwards within the fox population from a presumed epicenter near the western city of Izmir prompting the introduction of oral rabies vaccination campaigns targeting wildlife species, covering the provinces of Izmir and Manisa in 2008 ([@vex038-B52]). As a direct result, epidemiological records suggest that fox rabies was eliminated within the vaccination zone by 2010; however, re-emergence of the disease in the original vaccination zone was observed by 2012 ([@vex038-B52]).

In the present study, a cohort of RABV samples from this Turkish fox host-shift dataset from western and central Turkey, including all available fox and dog samples between 1999 and 2015 (*n* = 21) were analysed. The principal objectives were to utilise whole genome sequencing (WGS) to (1) confirm the most likely source of the fox enzootic, (2) refine the date of the host shift, (3) infer the spatio-temporal phylogenetic relationships based on concatenated coding sequence data, and (4) investigate adaptation in the new fox host resulting in successful onward transmission in the Turkish fox population. Together, these data will provide information useful for rabies control policies and informing our understanding of virus emergence and maintenance in new host reservoirs.

2. Results
==========

RABV fluorescent antibody test positive brain samples (*n* = 30) were obtained from rabies suspect animals in Turkey between 1999 and 2015 and one sample from Russia which is included as an outgroup for some analyses ([Fig. 1](#vex038-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#vex038-T1){ref-type="table"}). During this period, Turkey reported 434 fox rabies cases to Rabies Bulletin Europe (RBE) ([@vex038-B48]). Twenty viruses represented the host-shift dataset which had spread as far East as Ankara and surrounding areas by 2015 including three dog samples (RV3163D, Sub 5791 D, and RV3161D) collected from canine rabies-free towns around Ankara, suspected to be infected with the fox RABV lineage. For further comprehensive analyses, the twenty viruses were divided into two different temporal phases: the early phase, 1999--2007 (*n* = 7) including RV1124F the first confirmed fox RABV in the area representing the early phase Clade 2 viruses and; RV1126F representing the early phase Clade 1 viruses ([Fig. 2](#vex038-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The late phase comprises isolates from 2008 to 2015 \[fox (*n* = 10) and dog (*n* = 3)\] ([Table 1](#vex038-T1){ref-type="table"}). RV2975D represented the dog strain circulating in Izmir at the time of the documented host shift and is referred to as 'pre-host shift' in the analyses. Additionally, ten isolates, from geographic locations outside the host shift region were included (non-host-shift dataset) to provide some context to the wider RABV epidemiology in Turkey. The host species of all thirty-one samples was determined by mapping reads from each clinical sample against the Cytochrome C Oxidase 1 (COI) gene ([Table 1](#vex038-T1){ref-type="table"}). Table 1.Turkish RABV isolates analysed in this study.IDAreaHostYearviral reads% viral readsGenbank accessionRV2975D\*IzmirDog199948,8010.532KY860583RV1124FIzmirFox199917,0100.24KY860584RV1126FIzmirFox200127,7400.26KY860585RV1127FManisaFox2001125,9505.395KY860586RV1128FManisaFox200115,4350.18KY860587RV2976FDenizliFox200430,9931KY860588RV2977FIzmirFox200620,7910.31KY860589RV2984FIzmirFox200745,1624.771KY860590RV2979FKutahyaFox200831,3320.257KY860591RV2980FManisaFox200910,8450.22KY860592RV2981FIzmirFox2010113,3855.526KY860593RV2982FAnkaraFox201254,0740.83KY860594RV2983FManisaFox201211,5650.438KY860595RV3162FAksarayFox201477,9043.5KY860596RV3163DAksarayDog201430,3211.45KY860597Sub5790FAnkara-CubukFox05/05/1479,6513.17KY860598Sub 5791DAnkara-CubukDog16/05/14318,79917.65KY860599Sub 5792FKirkkale-YahsiyanFox201443,6632.01KY860600RV3160FKonya-EregliFox27/05/1495,2373.65KY860601RV3161DKonya-EregliDog26/05/1421,2251KY860602RV3166FKirsehir-BoztepeFox21/05/1511,9450.26KY860603RV1145FErzurumFox200013,5520.35KY860604RV1144FErzurumFox200133,2680.79KY860605RV1129FErzurumFox20018,4080.19KY860606RV1136DBursaDog200127,8351.2KY860607RV1137DBursaDog200143,8911.36KY860608RV1142DIstanbulDog2001140,8303.3KY860609RV1133DArdahanDog2001450,4498.7KY860610RV1134DArdahanDog2001169,2623.15KY860611RV201DYavuzeliDog1989333,8319.4KY860612RV303RDRussia (East)Raccoon Dog1980107,0663.52KY860613[^3]

![Map of Turkey and surrounding countries with location of the viruses from the Turkey dataset. Pre-host-shift canine RABV (\*); early phase host-shift RABVs (red); late phase host shift (green); and non-host-shift RABVs (blue). RV303RG not included as outside of map area. See [Table 1](#vex038-T1){ref-type="table"} for sample details.](vex038f1){#vex038-F1}

![Bayesian maximum clade credibility phylogeny of Turkey concatenated coding sequences. Branch coloured according to reservoir host species: dog (red) or fox (green). Posterior probabilities are indicated at each node. The node for the MRCA of the host-shift event is enlarged and the dates indicated (HPD 95%). The fox host shift viruses are divided into two distinct clades indicated, clade 1 genome length is 11,923\* and clade 2 genome length is 11,924 or 11,925\^ ([Supplementary Table S2](#st2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). SNPs between clades 1 and 2 are described in [Supplementary Table S5](#st5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. ^\#^The position where the non-synonymous changes are observed.](vex038f2){#vex038-F2}

2.1 Whole genome sequencing from clinical brain samples provides adequate reads to obtain consensus sequences
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All thirty-one brain samples were sequenced directly from extracted RNA that were subsequently depleted of gDNA and rRNA. The total number of RABV reads, average coverage, and percentage to total reads varied between samples ([Table 1](#vex038-T1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table S1](#st1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The lowest number of specific RABV viral reads obtained for a sample was 8,408 reads representing 0.19 per cent of total reads, which was sufficient to obtain a full genome consensus sequence ([Table 1](#vex038-T1){ref-type="table"}). The coverage of reads across the genome was not uniform, but was consistent between different samples, suggesting physical constraints might affect the evenness of the coverage, including conformation of the native RNA molecules ([Supplementary Table S1](#st1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Fig. S1).

2.2 The source of the fox host shift was locally circulating dog RABV resulting in a successful host shift event
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The RABVs circulating in Turkey all cluster within previously described Middle East clades ([Supplementary Text S1](#stx1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Fig. S2](#sf2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@vex038-B19]). The RABVs circulating in Turkey cluster according to geographic location and the host shift RABV sequences cluster with RV2975D in two distinct clades from a common ancestor ([Fig. 2](#vex038-F2){ref-type="fig"}, inset). Comparison of models implemented in BEAST gave very similar values for a modified Akaike's information criterion (AIC), indicating mean substitution rates at 3.10 × 10^−4^ subs/site/year \[95 per cent highest posterior density (HPD) 2.68--3.56 × 10^−4^ subs/site/year) ([Table 2](#vex038-T2){ref-type="table"}). The maximum clade credibility (MCC) trees from these analyses had similar topologies, and the times to the most recent common ancestors (TMRCAs) of key clades were also similar. Table 2.Assessment of model fit using a modified AIC for RABV full genome concatenated coding sequences.Molecular clockPopulation priorAICMMean substitution rate (95% HPD)StrictBayesian skyline50,4433.10 (2.68--3.56) x 10^−4^StrictConstant50,4443.11 (2.69--3.58) x 10^−4^Uncorrelated lognormalConstant50,4503.21 (2.69--3.79) x 10^−4^Uncorrelated lognormalBayesian skyline50,4493.14 (2.68--3.67) x 10^−4^[^4]

All models support the occurrence of a common ancestor virus of the fox clades that first emerged in the fox population (probability 98%) between 1996 and 1998 ([Fig. 2](#vex038-F2){ref-type="fig"}). These data strongly support circulation of rabies in dogs, followed by a spill over into foxes at that time. The emergent fox clade is genetically distinct from contemporaneous fox viruses isolated from other regions in Turkey (Erzurum). The closest viruses to this ancestor were detected in Izmir/Manisa, corroborating epidemiological information, indicating that this location is likely to be the region where the host shift occurred. Furthermore, the MCC analysis confirms the spread of rabies from Izmir and surrounding areas westwards to the Ankara region.

There was overall drop in the effective population size starting in the 1990s ([Fig. 3a](#vex038-F3){ref-type="fig"}), which coincides with the reduced number of lineages observed in Turkey and reflects the concerted rabies control efforts in dogs at the time. In contrast, the effective population size of the host shift sequences alone (1999--2015) increased, reflecting the expansion of the virus in a new host reservoir ([Fig. 3b](#vex038-F3){ref-type="fig"}). The increase in effective population size stabilises by 2001 and continues to the present day.

![Bayesian skyline plots showing the effective population size over time of Turkey RABV population with HPD 95% limits for (a) whole Turkey dataset (1980--2015) and (b) fox host-shift dataset (1999--2015).](vex038f3){#vex038-F3}

2.3 Analysis of non-coding regions does not reveal host specific viral adaptation
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An alignment of all thirty-one complete genome sequences identified two intergenic regions with single nucleotide (nt) indels in homopolymer regions, most likely due to polymerase error. These indels result in differing genomic lengths between 11,923 and 11,925 depending on the presence or absence of one or both of these indels ([Supplementary Table S2](#st2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The first indel (position 3192) is a homopolymeric region of either 5 or 6 adenosine residues (As) in the M-G intergenic region ([Supplementary Table S2](#st2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#st3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This indel differentiates the two fox clades: clade 1 viruses (and RV2975D) are 11,923 nts, clade 2 viruses are 11,924--5 nts long ([Fig. 2](#vex038-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The sequences from outside the host-shift dataset (*n* = 9) have 5 As.

The second indel (position 5348) is a homopolymeric region of 7 or 8 As in the poly-A signal of the glycoprotein gene in the G-L intergenic region ([Supplementary Table S2](#st2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#st4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All but two sequences (sub5792D and RV3160D, both clade 2) have 7 As in the consensus. The additional 'A' at position 5348 in sub5792F and RV3160F result in a total genome length of 11,925 nts. The majority of clade 2 samples have sub-populations of both 7 and 8 As indicating that this region is not fixed, resulting in different length consensus sequences for highly related viruses ([Supplementary Table S2](#st2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

2.4 Analysis of coding regions demonstrates no positive selection at consensus level
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Concatenated genes (total length 10,815 nts) from the twenty host shift RABV samples were aligned with the pre-host shift RV2975D sequence to investigate single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Eight positions, two located in the nucleoprotein, one in the phosphoprotein, and five in the RdRp were identified ([Table 3](#vex038-T3){ref-type="table"}). Two of eight were non-synonymous, located in the RdRp (977^Val/Ile^ and 1871^Leu/Arg^). However, these residues are unlikely to be species specific, as the majority of the dog sequences from outside the host-shift region had the fox SNP, rather than RV2975D SNP. Table 3.SNPs between pre-host shift canine RABV RV2975D Izmir 1999 and all host shift RABV sequences.Nuc positionAA position within geneGeneCodon RV2975DCodon host shiftAA RV2975DAA Host shift7525NCA**G**CA**A**GlnGln792264NAA**T**AA**C**AsnAsn2182277P**T**TA**C**TALeuLeu5998523L**C**TG**T**TGLeuLeu[7360977LGTTATTValIle]{.ul}86041391LTT**G**TT**A**LeuLeu[100431871LC]{.ul}**[T]{.ul}**[AC]{.ul}**[G]{.ul}**[ALeuArg]{.ul}100501873LTC**T**TC**C**SerSer[^5]

Due to the lack of host specific residues in the dataset, SNPs observed within the host-shift dataset were analysed. Across the concatenated genes, twenty-six SNPs were identified, which represent the clade 1 and clade 2 SNPs and subsequent substitutions accumulating over time ([Fig. 2](#vex038-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S5](#st5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The majority of the substitutions are synonymous; of which one (382^Leu^ RdRp) had three different nucleotides in the third position all encoding Leucine (CT**G**, CT**T**, and CT**A**). All four non-synonymous substitutions observed with the host-shift dataset were located where RV1124F clusters from the remaining clade 2 viruses. There is a 5-year time period between RV1142F and the next sampled clade 2 virus (RV2976F-2004) during which time the four non-synonymous substitutions occurred ([Fig. 2](#vex038-F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Table S5](#st5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is striking that all four non-synonymous changes occurred during the same time period; however, its importance is unclear. Taken together, the majority of substitutions observed within the consensus sequences over time are not due to positive selection after host switching, rather the result of genetic drift over time.

Selection pressure was evaluated by computing the non-synonymous to synonymous (dN/dS) ratio for the consensus sequence of each gene of the samples in this study. The dN/dS ratios of the five genes were generated from the dataset, using a reference sequence evolutionarily unrelated to the host shift viruses (RV303RD). Across the entire data set, the dN/dS ratios are substantially \<1 with N, M, and L genes obtaining ratios below 0.02. P-gene had the highest observed ratio for all viruses ([Supplementary Fig. S3A](#sf3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The average dN/dS ratio across the five genes for all viruses analysed was between 0.02 and 0.025 regardless of the sample date ([Supplementary Fig. S3B](#sf3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Such low dN/dS ratios across the genes, across the dataset suggest that purifying selection is driving the consensus level variation observed, similar results were obtained when using RV1142D (Istanbul, 2001) as the reference sequence (data not shown). However, we note that dN/dS is a relatively conservative measure that may be unable to detect directional selection indicative of a host switch event.

Although the consensus sequences for all five genes, either separately or concatenated strongly suggested purifying selection as the main effect on the viruses, this did not take into account selection at specific residues, known to be important in the glycoprotein, which is the main target of the host antibody responses ([@vex038-B11]). Analysis of individual codons across the glycoprotein did not detect evidence for a change in selection pressure on the glycoprotein associated with the host shift event (data not shown).

2.5 Sub-viral population heterogeneity changes during the early phase of the fox epizootic
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further investigate the RABV host shift within the fox population, the deep sequence data were utilised, representing the sub-consensus viral population present in the brain samples. For each sample dataset, the viral reads were mapped against the corresponding consensus sequence. The mapped viral reads were analysed for alternative calls in relation to the reference sequence using an heterogeneity index (H Index). The H Index was calculated on the viral reads as the number of alternative calls per million base calls sequenced. The resulting calculation controls for the variation of the depth of coverage within and between virus populations, enabling a direct comparison between individual viruses.

The H Index for all sequences was calculated ([Supplementary Table S6](#st6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). No correlation was found between the H Index and the total number of viral reads obtained, for samples with total viral reads \>25,000 ([Table 1](#vex038-T1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table S6](#st6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Samples with reads \<25,000 had sufficient reads to provide complete genome consensus sequence data, but had a strong correlation between H Index and viral reads, possibly due to low frequency variants being missed, particularly using strict quality criteria. Therefore, heterogeneity and dN/dS analysis of the sub-viral population was undertaken on samples with \>25,000 viral reads. Repeat H Index analysis on the same read dataset provided reproducible results \[RV2975D: 713 (710); RV2983F: 427 (426)\] as did analysis from an independent RNA extraction from same sample (RV1124F: 713 and 710). Shannon entropy (SE) has been previously used as a measure of diversity with FMDV intra-host data ([@vex038-B39]). Independent analysis of the Turkey RABV read dataset to determine the entropy scores resulted in similar trends between both methods. Individual virus heterogeneity was measured using both methods with good correlation, albeit that SE scores had less range between the highest and lowest (SE range: 252--957; H Index range: 384--1841) ([Supplementary Table S6](#st6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Fig. S4](#sf4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The only exception was RV2982F where the SE value was lower than expected compared to the H Index (Entropy 529; H Index 1048) ([Supplementary Fig. S4](#sf4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The average H Index scores were compared between the whole host-shift dataset, the early stage and late stages of the host-shift dataset, and the non-host-shift viruses ([Fig. 4](#vex038-F4){ref-type="fig"}). The early and late virus phases were defined using the H Index scores and aligns with the start of the vaccination campaign in 2008. The highest heterogeneity was present in the sub-consensus population of the early stage viruses (average H Index 1523; SD 300.4), compared to the viruses within the late stage (861.5; 188.4, *P* = 0.0014). The average heterogeneity score of the host-shift dataset was still significantly higher than the non-host-shift viruses (*P* = 0.0112) ([Fig. 4](#vex038-F4){ref-type="fig"}). To further investigate the differences in the heterogeneity present, the H Index of all viruses was plotted over time. These data indicated that the early phase viruses exhibited higher heterogeneity than those in the later phase (*P* = 0.0007) ([Supplementary Fig. S5](#sf5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, the non-host-shift viruses and pre-host shift RV2975D heterogeneity scores were all significantly lower than the early phase viruses (*P* = 0.0002). The entropy data analysis from the same dataset was in concordance with the H Index results (data not shown). Due to the strong phylogenetic association between the early and late phase viruses, phylogenetic dependency was investigated using a phylogenetic generalised least squares regression using the Brownian model for correlation structure. The temporal phase and H Index scores were not considered significantly correlated (*P* = 0.2708). Together, these results indicate an expansion of the sub-viral population after the bottleneck of a host switch event, which continued until the virus was established in the fox population. The heterogeneity subsequently stabilised approximately 10 years after the initial host shift at a level observed in other RABVs sampled across Turkey.

![Graphical representation of sub consensus heterogeneity using H Index for all viruses with viral reads \>25,000. All Turkey viruses grouped as follows: early phase (*n* = 4), late phase (*n* = 9; fox 7, dog 2), all host-shift dataset (*n* = 13), and non-host shift (*n* = 6, fox 1, dog 5). Sample standard deviation is indicated for each group, unpaired *t*-test *P* values provided.](vex038f4){#vex038-F4}

2.6 Purifying selection in the sub-viral population during the early phase appeared more apparent than during the late phase host shift viruses
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The dynamics of the heterogeneity observed was evaluated by computing the dN/dS ratio at each position for each gene of the samples in this study. Analysis of the dN/dS ratios observed within the NGS read data including all substitutions was undertaken ([Supplementary Fig. S6](#sf6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In comparison to non-host-shift viruses, which largely have a dN/dS = 1 ([Supplementary Fig. S6B](#sf6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), lower dN/dS ratios (particularly in the N gene) were observed in the host-shift viruses in the early phase, which was not apparent in the later phase ([Supplementary Fig. S6A](#sf6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The matrix (M)-protein of RV2982F has a dN/dS ratio \>1, indicating positive selection in the sub-consensus viral population, which is present in \>0.5% of the reads (data not shown). Analysis using average dN/dS ratios across the entire concatenated coding region, revealed that the dN/dS ratio was lower in the early phase (three of the four viruses have dN/dS ratios lower than non-host-shift viruses) and increased over time to approximately 1, suggesting that the sub-viral population within the viruses in the early phase were under purifying selective pressure in the years after the host shift in comparison to the non-host shift and late phase RABVs ([Supplementary Fig. S6C](#sf6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

3. Discussion
=============

RABV host-shift events have rarely been documented, and until recently, investigations have been mostly epidemiological in nature, with less emphasis on understanding the viral molecular adaptations required to establish an infection within a new host reservoir. This study has utilised WGS to investigate the host shift that occurred in Turkey at the end of the twentieth century, estimating the date of the host shift into foxes to within one year, and investigating viral adaptation at the sub-consensus population level. The preparation of the viral RNA for WGS, and the methods employed to obtain deep sequence data will inevitably affect the downstream analysis. Here, the samples were sequenced without amplification, resulting in an unbiased dataset without the introduction of PCR errors. A limitation to this approach is the reduction in depth of coverage across the genome due to the reduced number of viral reads in a clinical sample in comparison to cultured or PCR amplified sample.

Complete genome sequences from thirty-one RABV positive brain samples were obtained; twenty of which were RABV cases from the host-shift dataset covering the time period from its emergence in foxes to the present day. Clearly, although a geographically broad data set was available, only a proportion of an unknown total number of samples were available. Prior to 1999, fox rabies was rarely detected in Turkey; however, after 1999, the cases of fox rabies disproportionately increased and although control measures have reduced fox rabies, it continues to circulate ([@vex038-B21]; [@vex038-B48]). Analysis of the RABV dataset indicated that the virus effective population size in Turkey reduced from the 1990s ([Fig. 3](#vex038-F3){ref-type="fig"}). This decrease corroborated the epidemiological data and coincided with the concerted rabies control efforts in dogs at the time. This overall reduction was also parsimonious with the suggestion from the Bayesian analysis ([Fig. 2](#vex038-F2){ref-type="fig"}) that several clades detected in the early 2000s in Bursa, Istanbul and Ardahan were no longer detected.

Using BEAST, with host as a discrete trait, the most likely source of the fox host shift has been demonstrated to be from the locally circulating dog RABV variant with a TMRCA corroborating the epidemiological data ([Fig. 2](#vex038-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The substitution rate 3.10 (2.68--3.56) × 10^−4^ subs/site/year was observed regardless of the model used ([Table 2](#vex038-T2){ref-type="table"}). This rate is higher than other rates calculated from similar (concatenated genome or complete genome) datasets, including a comprehensive canine RABV dataset 2.44 (2.10--2.80) × 10^−4^ subs/site/year ([@vex038-B51]), and a fox RABV dataset from Greenland 2.5 (1.9--3.1)  × 10^−4^ subs/site/year ([@vex038-B15]). Higher substitution rates and larger variation in substitution rates were observed in viruses from mongoose and ferret badgers up to 7.82 (3.13--13.17) × 10^−4^ subs/site/year. The increased substitution rate observed in this dataset could be a consequence of the smaller dataset analysed; however, it may have also been influenced by the host shift. There are two highly related fox clades, rooted by RV2975D (Izmir 1999). The two clades circulated in the same area and time, including contemporary RABV samples ([Fig. 2](#vex038-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, viruses most closely related to the early host shift viruses continued to circulate during the vaccination campaign between 2008 and 2010 ([Supplementary Text S2](#stx2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These observations highlight the importance of maintaining rabies-free areas using continued vaccination campaigns. Data such as complete genome length, and SNP analysis provide the fine-resolution required to differentiate such highly related viruses confirming the continued presence of early phase variants during and after the vaccination campaigns.

The inclusion of dog RABV sequences from similar regions to the fox samples provided important data regarding the possible frequency of transmissions between fox and dog populations ([Supplementary Text S3](#stx3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All three RABV dog sequences from the same region as the fox outbreak were highly related to the fox sequences, but were distinct from dog RABVs in other regions of Turkey ([Figs 1 and 2](#vex038-F1){ref-type="fig"}). As seen in other European countries, these dog cases are likely to be individual spill over cases in unvaccinated dogs from the ongoing fox enzootic, rather than a host shift to the dog population. In addition, despite consistent surveillance, the number of confirmed dog rabies cases in these regions is low (five in Eregi and ten in Aksaray in 2014). However, the re-emergence of this RABV lineage in dogs is possible if vaccination of dogs is not sustained and effective at local levels.

The high sequence identity between fox and dog (Sub5790F and Sub5791D) demonstrated transmission is not dependent on host-specific residues in the RABV genome. More importantly, comprehensive analysis of the fox host-shift sequences over 15 years has demonstrated a lack of evidence for positive selection at the consensus level for sustained onward transmission. A number of fixed substitutions were identified in the sequence dataset, although none were unique to specific hosts, and are therefore unlikely to be responsible for host species switching. A comprehensive analysis using WGS of RABVs from carnivores also concluded that positive selection was not clearly associated with host switching ([@vex038-B51]). Furthermore, similar observations have been documented previously for host switching events between bats and recipient species ([@vex038-B25]) and skunks and foxes ([@vex038-B6]).

It was generally believed that non-fox RABV lineages need higher infecting doses than fox RABVs to productively infect foxes, indicating a species specificity of the respective reservoir host strain encrypted in the prevailing genetic setting ([@vex038-B4]). In this study, however, the results imply that consensus level 'fixed' adaptations in the virus genome are not necessary for successful onward maintenance in new host species, i.e. foxes. Perhaps the generally high susceptibility of foxes to RABV infection as experimentally demonstrated ([@vex038-B4]) is one reason for successful host switching events. This is further supported by an extensive analysis of RABV isolates from the Middle East identifying regular host switching and trans-boundary movements of RABV ([@vex038-B19]). This implies that any rabies control effort in this region should consider wildlife reservoirs as a potential source of host switching and vice versa, i.e. that if the reservoir in dogs is not eliminated by sufficient population immunity, there is the risk of establishment of a subsequent wildlife RABV reservoir as observed in Mexico ([@vex038-B14]).

Viral heterogeneity has been long proposed as a mechanism for viruses to adapt to new environments. Therefore, deep sequence data from the WGS analysis were used to investigate the heterogeneity in the sub-consensus viral population, and to investigate whether sub-consensus level changes were driving adaptation of RABV in a new host. Utilising NGS data from clinical samples is advantageous for a number of reasons including lack of introduced error due to amplification, a methodology which is applicable to all viruses regardless of homology (because no primers are required), and utilising host data to confirm the host species. However, the depth of coverage across the genome is not uniform ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#sf1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and is lower than the coverage obtained by amplification ([@vex038-B6]; [@vex038-B49]). The H Index was developed to analyse this clinical dataset. Although directly sequencing clinical material may not be appropriate for investigating low level variants, the data demonstrated that assessment of population heterogeneity is reliable with samples containing \>25,000 viral reads. Utilising a H Index, RABV heterogeneity was compared across all the Turkey RABVs. SE scores indicated that H Index and entropy analyses were comparable ([Supplementary Table S6](#st6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Analysis of the H Index dataset demonstrated that the combined H Index values from outside the study area were significantly lower than the host-shift RABVs, and higher H Index values were observed in the early phase viruses compared to the late phase viruses.

Due to the complexities surrounding surveillance of wildlife, including the geography and timescales involved, the sample numbers in this dataset are less than optimum. Although there are only four viruses representing the early phase host-shift viruses, statistically the difference between this group and the other groups is significant. Furthermore, the number of samples within the late phase and non-host-shift groups is larger, with statistically significant differences in the H Index values. Despite the smaller than optimum sample sizes, this valuable dataset, representing one of the few recorded, sampled RABV host shifts. With the exception of a comprehensive analysis investigating bat host shifts, which found evidence for positive selection in a number of genes ([@vex038-B50]); analysis of host shifts involving non-volant mammals has failed to provide definitive evidence for positive selection at the consensus level related to the host shift event ([@vex038-B25]; [@vex038-B6]; [@vex038-B51]). Therefore, investigation of the sub-consensus data, and the spectrum of viral heterogeneity contained within, is a logical progression. The mechanisms involved in modulating the diversity observed at the sub-consensus level are currently undefined; however, there are a number of plausible options. Firstly, the increase in heterogeneity observed in the early phase viruses could be a result of an increased incubation time within the new host, resulting in the generation of a diverse virus population. Although it is generally understood that replication rate is low during this time, the diversity within the virus population would be predicted to be greater given an extended incubation period. A previous study comparing European fox RABVs, isolated 10 years apart, showed the more recently isolated RABV had a decreased time in the onset of clinical disease when infected into naïve foxes suggesting adaptation of the virus over time in that population ([@vex038-B1]). We suggest that increased incubation (either at the site of inoculation, within the CNS or both) early on in a host shift could result in increased viral heterogeneity, which may reduce as the virus transmits within the new host, adapting over time. Although lyssaviruses are acute viral pathogens, due to a high mortality rate they are unlike other acute viruses such as Influenza A, which have been described to have a 'smash and grab' strategy for transmission ([@vex038-B30]). Therefore, reducing viral heterogeneity in established host reservoirs such as bats and dogs might be a valid strategy to optimise transmission within the host population. After a CST event, it is hypothesised that the majority of RABVs do not continue within the new host population ([@vex038-B37]), which in part is likely due to the host succumbing to the disease before onward transmission, in addition to other ecological and host factors. When onward transmission does occur, reducing the virulence, by reducing the viral heterogeneity could aid the virus to establish within the new host population. The mechanism utilised by RABV to achieve this is unclear, perhaps involving the fidelity of the RdRp.

The variation observed in the viral sub-population in a successful RABV host shift, rather than at a consensus level, is worthy of further investigation, particularly where NGS data already exist ([@vex038-B6]). In addition to viral genetic diversity, there are many other factors which influence the success of a host shift, including ecological and host factors. With the increased availability of NGS platforms and decrease in cost, WGS will be pivotal in investigating and unravelling the genetic mechanisms in which RABVs evolve and emerge in new host reservoirs.

4. Material and methods
=======================

4.1 RABV samples
----------------

The Turkey dataset brain samples (*n *=* *30) used in this study were obtained from infected dogs (*Canis lupus familiaris*) and red foxes (*Vulpes vulpes*) submitted to the Etlik Central Veterinary Control and Research Institute (Ankara, Turkey), RV303RD was held within APHA archives and originated from Russia. The majority of samples (*n *=* *21) were collected within the host-shift areas, another nine samples were located in other geographic regions of Turkey ([Fig. 1](#vex038-F1){ref-type="fig"}) and one (RV303RD) from Russia. Total RNA from infected brain was extracted using TRIzol (Invitrogen, UK), following the manufacturer's instructions, resuspending the RNA and adjusting to 1 µg/µl in molecular grade water. All samples were confirmed RABV positive using either a hemi-nested RT-PCR ([@vex038-B16]) or a real-time TaqMan differential RT-PCR ([@vex038-B53]). The Ct values of the samples tested by real-time TaqMan RT-PCR range from 19 to 26, consistent with similarly high viral load.

4.2 Preparation of total RNA for WGS
------------------------------------

Total RNA was depleted of host genomic DNA (gDNA) and ribosomal RNA (rRNA) following methods described previously ([@vex038-B31], [@vex038-B33]). Briefly, gDNA was depleted using the on-column DNase digestion protocol in RNeasy plus mini kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer's instructions, eluting in 30 µl molecular grade water. Subsequently, rRNA was depleted, using Terminator 5′-phosphate-dependent exonuclease (Epicentre Biotechnologies). Briefly, 30 µl of gDNA depleted RNA was mixed with 3 µl of Buffer A, 0.5 µl of RNAsin Ribonuclease inhibitor (20--40 U/µl) and incubated at 30 °C for 60 min. The depleted RNA was purified to remove the enzyme using the RNeasy plus mini kit as above, without the DNase digestion, eluting in 30 µl of molecular grade water. Double-stranded cDNA (ds-cDNA) was synthesised using random hexamers and a cDNA synthesis kit (Roche) following the manufacturer's instructions. The resulting ds-cDNA was purified using AMPure XP magnetic beads (Beckman Coulter), quantified using Quantifluor (Promega) and approximately 1 ng of each sample was used in a 'tagmentation' reaction mix using a Nextera XT DNA sample preparation kit (Illumina) following the manufacturer's instructions---without the bead normalisation step. DNA libraries were quantified using Quantifluor (Promega). Individual libraries were pooled (approximately 8--12 samples per MiSeq run) and normalised to equimolar concentrations. Libraries were sequenced as 2 × 150 bp paired-end reads on an Illumina MiSeq platform.

4.3 Mapping to reference sequence to obtain complete genome sequences
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Short reads from the first sample to be sequenced (RV1124F) were mapped to the most genetically related RABV available (RV427---Estonian Raccoon dog RABV---KF154997). The resulting RV1124F full genome sequence was subsequently used to remap the RV1124F raw data, and to map all the Turkey dataset. Reads were mapped using the Burrow-Wheeler Aligner (BWA version 0.7.5a-r405) ([@vex038-B28]) and were visualised in Tablet ([@vex038-B36]). A modified SAMtools/vcfutils ([@vex038-B29]) script was used to generate an intermediate consensus sequence in which any indels and SNPs relative to the original reference sequence were appropriately called. The intermediate consensus sequence was used as the reference for four subsequent iterations of mapping and consensus calling. Sequencing resulted in 98--100 per cent coverage for all samples, with an average depth of coverage of 82,588 (range 1,523--450,449) ([Supplementary Table S1](#st1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Due to the transposase-based method of the Nextera XT kit, and the complementary nature of the lyssavirus genomic ends, the genome ends were not obtained for all samples. However, as the lyssavirus genomic ends are highly conserved ([@vex038-B32]; [@vex038-B26]), and the Turkish RABV sequence dataset revealed a large degree of homology at the genomic termini, genomic termini with no mapped reads were added using a representative sequence, resulting in a dataset of complete genome sequences. Consensus sequences were submitted to Genbank (accession numbers KY860583--KY860613) and raw data deposited in European Nucleotide Archive (Accession number: PRJEB22173).

4.4 Multiple alignments
-----------------------

Complete genome sequences and concatenated sequences for each RABV were aligned using Megalign Pro (DNAStar) and saved as multiple sequence formats (msf). The msf files were inspected for accuracy, including correct open reading frames (ORFs) and presence of indels using GeneDoc to confirm indels and identify positions of variation.

4.5 COI analysis
----------------

Sequence reads for each sample were mapped to COI reference sequences obtained from Barcode of Life Data Systems \[<http://www.boldsystems.org/>; *C. lupus familiaris*: GTENK021-11 and *V. vulpes*: GBMA1928-09 with BWA ([@vex038-B28])\]. Consensus sequences were called and taxonomic assignment confirmed by using the Identification feature of the BOLD website (<http://www.boldsystems.org/index.php/IDS_OpenIdEngine>).

4.6 Bayesian reconstructions for host and temporal analysis
-----------------------------------------------------------

Analysis was undertaken to infer evolutionary relationships and the probable host and date of ancestral viruses. Each concatenated sequence was given a discrete trait corresponding to the species in which the virus sequences were detected (dog or fox). Phylogenetic inference was implemented using Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation, without partitioning, in the BEAST package v1.8.1 ([@vex038-B56]). A TN93 nucleotide substitution model with rate variation among sites was chosen as the best nucleotide substitution model available using Bayesian Information Criterion in MEGA 6.0. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations were undertaken with strict and relaxed molecular clock models, and with constant or skyline population priors for 10,000,000 iterations, sampling every 1,000 states to give effective sample sizes of over 200. Molecular clock and population coalescent models were compared using a modified AIC in Tracer for computational efficiency, as described previously ([@vex038-B2]). Maximum clade credibility trees were then annotated using TreeAnnotator (v1.8.1) after 10% of trees were discarded and were then visualised using Fig Tree (v1.4.0) ([Fig. 3](#vex038-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Branches are coloured by most probable host at the ancestral node, and node labels are posterior probabilities.

In addition to the concatenated coding sequence analysis, partial N-gene sequences (400 bp) from a wide range of RABV cases from the Middle East ([@vex038-B19]) were analysed alongside the same region from the Turkey sequence dataset to provide context to the samples ([Supplementary Fig. S2](#sf2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Text S1](#stx1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The same conditions were used as described for coding region sequences above.

Bayesian skyline plot analyses were conducted as above on two datasets: whole Turkey dataset (1980--2015) and whole host-shift dataset (1999--2015), using the Coalescent Bayesian Skyline as the tree prior (ESS \> 200) ([@vex038-B9]).

4.7 H Index analysis
--------------------

For each NGS sample, short reads were filtered to discard duplicates in order to reduce the chances of having overrepresented reads due to the library preparation PCR. Additionally, in order to reduce sequencing errors, the sort reads were end trimmed when the quality score of the base call dropped below 20 (range 0--40) ([@vex038-B5]). Reads shorter than 36 bases were also discarded. The resulting set of reads was mapped onto the homologous viral consensus genome using SMALT (SANGER Institute). Only reads with a top mapping quality of 60 (range 0--60) were considered from this point.

An H Index was calculated on the remaining viral reads as the number of alternative calls per million of base calls sequenced. This is the ratio of the sum of the number of alternative calls for every read divided by the sum of the number of calls of each read. This value is then multiplied by 1 × 10^6^. In order to minimise false alternative calls due to sequencing errors, the base calls with a sequencing score lower than a threshold equal to 30 (0--40) are ignored during the calculation. Additionally, alternative base calls at a given genomic position are ignored if the proportion of reads agreeing with that particular call is lower than 5%.

The thresholds used during data processing were set to minimise incorporating sequencing errors without being too restrictive. The purpose of this H Index is not the calculation of the absolute heterogeneity within the sample, rather the H Index is comparable from sample to sample and alterations on the thresholds do not significantly affect the relativeness of the H Index between samples (particularly because all the samples have been sequenced using the same equipment). The two-tail Student's *t*-tests were performed based the assumptions that H indices are normally distributed with equal variances.

4.8 Entropy and dN/dS analysis
------------------------------

The heterogeneity in each virus sample was characterised by computing the SE at each site and then averaging over every site in the genome as described previously ([@vex038-B39]). The resulting value was multiplied by 100,000 to obtain equivalent values to H index. Similarly to H Index, in order to minimise false alternative calls due to sequencing errors, the base calls with a sequencing score lower than a threshold equal to 30 (0--40) are ignored during the calculation.

For each sample's consensus sequence, the dN/dS ratio for each codon in the five RABV ORFs was determined by counting the number of synonymous and non-synonymous mutations with respect to the consensus sequence of sample RV303RD which is an evolutionary distinct lineage of RABV to the host-shift samples, using the program SNAP (<https://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/SNAP/SNAP.html>) ([@vex038-B23]). The dN/dS ratio of the sub-consensus sequences was obtained as described previously ([@vex038-B39]). Briefly, in order to estimate the dN/dS ratio from NGS data, for each codon the observed number of synonymous mutations are counted (only considering reads that cover the codon entirely), divided by the expected number of mutations for the codon, and subsequently divided by the read coverage to give a pS value for each codon; a similar process is used for non-synonymous mutations to give a pN value for each codon. Individual pN and pS values for each codon are then summed and averaged to give an overall pN and pS for the ORF. dN/dS ratio was determined from pN and pS as described previously ([@vex038-B43]).
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[^3]: Samples are listed in date/location order and divided as follows: RV2975\* pre-host-shift canine RABV; host-shift dataset, twenty isolates (seventeen fox and three dog) subdivided to indicate early (green) and late (red) phases of the host shift; and non-host shift (blue) from other regions of Turkey with Russia as outgroup.

[^4]: An MCMC chain length of ten million iterations using thirty-one representative sequences in BEAST. AICM compared using Tracer (v1.6). Lower AICM values indicate better fit.

[^5]: Nucleotide (Nuc) positions relate to concatenated sequences. Amino acid (AA) positions relate to specific gene. Nucleotides that differ are in bold and non-synonymous changes are underlined. N, nucleoprotein gene; P, phosphoprotein gene; L, large protein gene (RNA-dependent RNA polymerase - RdRp).
